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Background-aware Classification Activation Map
for Weakly Supervised Object Localization

Lei Zhu, Qi She, Qian Chen, Xiangxi Meng, Mufeng Geng, Lujia Jin, Yibao Zhang, Qiushi Ren, Yanye Lu*

Abstract—Weakly supervised object localization (WSOL) relaxes the requirement of dense annotations for object localization by using
image-level annotation to supervise the learning process. However, most WSOL methods only focus on forcing the object classifier to
produce high activation score on object parts without considering the influence of background locations, causing excessive background
activations and ill-pose background score searching. Based on this point, our work proposes a novel mechanism called the
background-aware classification activation map (B-CAM) to add background awareness for WSOL training. Besides aggregating an
object image-level feature for supervision, our B-CAM produces an additional background image-level feature to represent the
pure-background sample. This additional feature can provide background cues for the object classifier to suppress the background
activations on object localization maps. Moreover, our B-CAM also trained a background classifier with image-level annotation to produce
adaptive background scores when determining the binary localization mask. Experiments indicate the effectiveness of the proposed
B-CAM on four different types of WSOL benchmarks, including CUB-200, ILSVRC, OpenImages, and VOC2012 datasets.

Index Terms—Weakly Supervised Object Localization, Weakly Supervised Learning, Object Localization
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 W EAKLY supervised learning (WSL), using minimal2

supervision or coarse annotations for model learning,3

has attracted extensive attention in recent years and has been4

widely used in computer vision tasks [1]–[5]. Among them,5

weakly supervised object localization (WSOL) has immensely6

profited from WSL, where the requirement of location anno-7

tations such as pixel-level masks or bounding boxes can be8

replaced by easily obtained image-level classification labels.9

It usually adopts the flow of classification activation map10

(CAM) [4] that utilizes the structure of image classification11

to generate the localization score via appending a global12

average pooling (GAP) operation and a fully connected layer13

after the feature extractor, i.e., the convolutional network.14

Unfortunately, CAM usually activates the most discrimi-15

native object part rather than the whole object and requires16

post-processing to generate the localization mask when17

used for the WSOL tasks. Thus, a series of WSOL methods18

have been developed to overcome the above issues. These19
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Fig. 1. The performance of WSOL relies much on the background thresh-
old. Our work solves this problem by training an additional background
classifier with image label to provide adaptive background scores.

methods can be divided into multi-stage [6]–[9] and one- 20

stage [10]–[17] methods. The former involves additional 21

training stages as pre- or post-processing to enhance the 22

quality of the localization map or generate class-agnostic 23

localization results, which seriously increases the complexity 24

of both the training and the test processes; while the latter 25

usually adopts different data-augmentation strategies [10]– 26

[13] to erase discriminative object parts, or uses the coarse 27

pixel-level mask as additional pixel-level supervision [14]– 28

[17] to enhance the activation of undiscriminating parts of 29

the objects. Though raising the activation of object locations 30

is a straightforward improvement way, the influence of 31

background locations is not considered, causing ill-posed 32

background threshold searching [18], [19] and unexpected 33

excessive background activation [20]. 34

Specifically, the training images of WSOL must contain 35

at least one object, making their image-level label cannot 36

effectively provide background cues. In other words, the 37

pure-background sample remains “unseen” for the image- 38

label-supervised WSOL tasks. Due to this unawareness of 39

background, CAM only can discern different object classes 40

but cannot simultaneously identify whether the location 41

belongs to object parts or background stuff. Thus, current 42
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Fig. 2. Activation of object-related background limits the upper bound of
WSOL. Our method generates pixel-level background scores to replace
the image-level threshold and suppress the background activations.

WSOL methods require additional training stages or post-43

thresholding to generate the background scores. As indicated44

in Fig. 1, this fixed background score dramatically influences45

the functional performance of one-stage WSOL methods.46

Beyond that, the absence of pure-background samples47

also prevents CAM from suppressing the excessive activation48

of the background locations [20], especially the object-related49

background that is also discriminative for some objects. For50

example, in the first row of Fig. 2, the background “trunk” is51

also informative for discerning “woodpecker”, resulting in52

a higher activation score in the locations of “trunk” relative53

to “the bird’s tail”. Even if using the optimal threshold,54

the bird’s tail will still be assigned to the background55

rather than the foreground woodpecker. Thus, except for56

the functional performance, the upper bound performance of57

WSOL methods is also limited by background unawareness.58

Compared with raising the activation of object loca-59

tions upon a fixed threshold, utilizing background cues60

to generate adaptive background scores and suppress the61

excessive background activation for WSOL is also a feasible62

choice to locate objects better, as in the second row of63

Fig. 2. Inspired by this points, our work focuses on adding64

background awareness for one-stage WSOL by proposing a65

novel structure called the background-aware classification66

activation map (B-CAM). Instead of aggregating a single67

object image-level feature with GAP, our B-CAM proposes68

to produce an additional image-level background feature69

with attention-pooling strategies. This additional background70

feature acts as the “unseen pure-background samples” for71

the object classifier to further suppress background acti-72

vation on the localization maps. Moreover, our B-CAM73

also learns a background classifier simultaneously with the74

object classifier by considering background prediction as a75

multi-label classification task. This background classifier can76

provide adaptive background scores to replace the threshold77

searching step when determining the localization mask.78

In a nutshell, our contributions are threefold:79

• To our knowledge, our paper is the first one-stage80

WSOL work that simultaneously learns both object81

and background classifiers with image-level labels.82

• A novel structure B-CAM is presented for WSOL to 83

generate pixel-level background scores and suppress 84

the background activation with image-level label. 85

• Experiments indicate that our method can effectively 86

localize objects with less background activation on 87

four different types of WSOL benchmarks. 88

2 RELATED WORK 89

2.1 One-stage Weakly Supervised Object Localization 90

One-stage WSOL methods follow the pipeline of CAM [4], 91

adopting the classification structure to generate localization 92

score by projecting the classification head (object estimator) 93

back to the pixel-level feature map. However, due to the 94

absence of localization supervision, CAM cannot effectively 95

catch the indiscriminating parts of objects. To solve this prob- 96

lem, some one-stage WSOL methods focused on applying 97

augmentation on input images or feature maps to erase the 98

discriminative object parts. Yun et al. [13] proposed a CutMix 99

strategy, which replaces a patch of an image with another 100

image to force the model to capture the indiscriminative 101

features. Singh et al. [10] randomly hid the patches of 102

images in the training process to discover different object 103

parts. Zhang et al. [11] then simplified this augmentation 104

by proposing an end-to-end network that contains two 105

adversarial classifiers to capture object parts complementarily. 106

Choe et al. [12], [21] further adopted the attention mechanism 107

to drop the discriminative parts of the feature map. Chen 108

et al. [22] considered the rotation variations of objects and 109

proposed the E2Net to attend to less discriminative object 110

features. Though these methods can capture more parts of the 111

objects, they inevitably increase the activation of background 112

stuff, especially the object-related background location that 113

also contributes to determining the class of objects. 114

Apart from adopting augmentation strategies, some one- 115

stage WSOL methods also attempt to use coarse pixel-level 116

supervision to train the object estimator. Zhang et al. [14] 117

proposed the self-produced guidance (SPG) approach, which 118

generates an auxiliary pixel-level mask based on the attention 119

map of different extractor stages to perceive background 120

cues. Kou et al. [15] further generalized SPG by adding 121

an additional object estimator to adaptively produce the 122

auxiliary pixel-level mask, which is then utilized to design a 123

metric learning loss to better supervise the training process. 124

Ki et al. [23] focused on enlarging the distance between 125

features of object locations and background locations in the 126

latent space with the help of the coarse mask generated by 127

non-local attention. Babar et al. [16] attempted to enhance the 128

localization map by aligning the localization scores of two 129

complementary images, where these two scores supervise 130

each other at the pixel level. Zhu et al. [25] proposed to derive 131

multiple regional localizers based on pixel-level features 132

to reduce the feature discrepancy of the global learned 133

classifier [26]. 134

Recently, to pursue high capabilities for catching long- 135

range dependencies, some methods also explored using 136

self-attention strategies to assist WSOL. Yang et al. [27] 137

integrated non-local blocks [28] into the convolutional neural 138

network (CNN) to catch long-range spatial relations for both 139

low-level and high-level features. Gao et al. [29] explored 140
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utterly replacing the CNN-based baseline with the self-141

attention-based structure, i.e., the visual transformer [30],142

for generating better localization maps. Chen et al. [31]143

argued that the visual transformer deteriorates the local144

feature details and proposed a local continuity transformer145

to better percept local cues. Bai et al. [32] focused on adding146

spatial coherence for the transformer baseline to enhance147

the localization performance near object boundaries. Rather148

than training a transformer for localization, Murtaza et149

al. [33] adopted a frozen-weight transformer to generate class-150

agnostic bounding boxes, which are used as pseudo-labels151

to train the CNN-based localization network. Xu et al. [34]152

utilized contrastive language-image pre-training to provide153

texture tokens for the transformer to assist localization of154

dense objects. However, though the visual transformer has155

better representation ability than the CNN, their training156

process requires large-scale pre-training and careful fine-157

tuning, limiting its performance on small-scale datasets [35],158

e.g., in medical image analysis.159

In contrast to the one-stage WSOL methods above, our160

B-CAM only uses image-level labels in the training process161

to perceive background cues rather than using additional162

pixel-level supervision. Moreover, our B-CAM also avoids163

the post-thresholding step required by other one-stage WSOL164

methods without using any additional training stages.165

2.2 Multi-stage Weakly Supervised Object Localization166

Multi-stage WSOL methods add additional pre- or post-167

stages upon the classification structure to pursue better168

localization performance. Some multi-stage WSOL methods169

were elaborated to enhance the localization map of the one-170

stage WSOL by proposing novel post-processing. Zhang et171

al. [17] added an additional learning-free post-stage upon172

CAM to generate the self-enhanced map, which explores the173

correlation between each location and the seeds (locations174

with high localization scores). Pan et al. [6] further extended175

this approach by considering both first- and second-order176

self-correlation when aggregating the enhanced localization177

map. Xie et al. [36] focused on considering low-level features178

for localization and proposed a method that included two179

stages trained for generating and refining the localization180

map respectively. Belharbi et al. [37] adopted an additional181

training stage to decode the localization map of CAM to182

pursue higher resolution and boundary adherence. Though183

these methods enhance the quality of localization maps, they184

still require post-thresholding to generate background scores.185

Some other multi-stage WSOL methods focus on gener-186

ating class-agnostic localization masks by the additional187

stages. The most typical work is the pseudo-supervised188

object localization (PSOL) proposed by Zhang et al. [7]. PSOL189

adds two additional training stages upon the classification190

stage to generate localization results. In the first stage, the191

one-stage WSOL method is learned to produce coarse class-192

agnostic bounding boxes. Then in the second stage, those193

coarse boxes are used as the ground truth to fully-supervised194

train bounding boxes regression that generates the region195

of interest-objects (ROI). Based on this route, Guo et al. [9]196

further proposed SLT-Net that improves PSOL by using197

a class-tolerance classification model for the localizer to198

enhance the quality of the coarse bounding boxes. However,199

these two methods cannot generate pixel-level localization 200

masks as one-stage WSOL methods. As a replacement, 201

another three-stage WSOL method was proposed by Lu et 202

al. [8]. This method adopts a generator, implemented by 203

learning- or model-driven approaches, to generate class- 204

agnostic binary masks based on the ROI with different 205

geometry shapes (rectangle or ellipse). In addition, a detector 206

and a classifier are also trained to generate the ROI and class 207

of objects, respectively. More recently, Meng et al. [38] im- 208

proved the multi-stage WSOL methods by jointly optimizing 209

class-agnostic localization and classification to pursue better 210

localization results. Wei et al. [24] optimized both inter-class 211

feature similarity and intra-class appearance consistency to 212

reduce the background influence when localizing objects. 213

Though these methods can better generate localization results 214

profited by separating the localization and classification 215

structure or adopting additional localization refining stages, 216

both time and space complexities of the training process are 217

increased. In addition, this type of method only generates 218

class-agnostic localization maps, limiting their application for 219

multi-object localization, where objects with different classes 220

can co-occur in an image. 221

Compared with these multi-stage WSOL methods, our 222

B-CAM simultaneously learns the background and object 223

classifiers rather than adopting additional training stages 224

for class-agnostic localization. Moreover, both the object 225

and background scores generated by our B-CAM are class- 226

knowable, enhancing flexibility when engaging in multi- 227

object localization and downstream tasks. 228

2.3 Background Effect in Weakly Supervised Learning 229

There are also some weakly supervised-learning methods 230

in other scopes designed to capture background cues. Oh 231

et al. [39] proposed a background-aware pooling strategy 232

for the weakly supervised semantic segmentation (WSSS) 233

with bounding-boxes annotations, which uses the region 234

out of the ground-truth bounding boxes to catch the inner- 235

boxes background locations. Lee et al. [40] utilized the 236

additional saliency map as pixel-level supervision to perceive 237

background cues and reserve rich boundaries for WSSS. Fan 238

et al. [41] generated background scores for each class by 239

learning intra-class boundaries, which requires additional 240

superpixel and coarse pixel-level mask during network 241

training. Lee et al. [42] proposed two background-aware 242

losses that suppress the localization score of the background 243

frame in the weakly supervised action localization. 244

Unlike these methods, our B-CAM is designed for WSOL 245

tasks that is harder to locate background cues. Moreover, 246

our B-CAM can perceive the background cues through 247

only image-level labels rather than using the additional 248

pixel-level supervision or off-the-shelf process, for example, 249

the object proposal [43], saliency detection [44], superpixel 250

segmentation [45], or conditional random fields [46]. 251

3 METHODOLOGY 252

In this section, we first analyze the problem of current WSOL 253

methods, i.e., lacking considerations on the background 254

locations, and overview our solution. Then, we illustrate 255

the proposed B-CAM, which adds background awareness 256
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Fig. 3. The comparison of CAM and our B-CAM. A: the structure of CAM. B: Our B-CAM that aggregates two image-level features and produces
spatial-specific background scores to produce the localization results with the proposed MEA and SSE.

with only image-level supervision. Finally, we summarize the257

workflow of our B-CAM for training and inference process.258

In this paper, we use bold uppercase characters to259

denote the matrix-valued random variables (the parameter260

matrices), and italic bold uppercase characters to represent261

other matrices (such as feature maps). Vectors are denoted262

with italic bold lowercase, and other notations (constants263

or functions) are represented by normal style. A essential264

notation list is also provided in our Appendix 1 to clarify the265

meaning of pivotal symbols used in our paper.266

3.1 Problem Definition267

Given an input image represented by a matrix X ∈ R3×N ,268

the object localization task aims to identify whether the269

N pixels in X belong to a set of object classes. For this270

purpose, the localization model adopts a feature extractor271

e(·) to extract the pixel-level feature Z ∈ RC×N , where C272

represents the dimension of features. Then, an object classifier273

c(·) further generates the object classification score for each274

spatial location of Z:275

S = c(Z) = c(e(X)) , (1)

where S ∈ RK×N represents the localization map of the K276

target object classes. Finally, the localization map is filtered277

by a background mask to produce the final localization result278

Y ∗ ∈ RK×N , whose element Y ∗
k,i identifies whether or not279

pixel i belongs to the object of a specific class k.280

In contrast to the fully supervised object localization that281

utilizes the ground truth mask Y ∈ RK×N to supervise the282

learning process, WSOL refers to the condition that only283

the image-level annotation y ∈ RK×1 is available for the284

whole training process. Thus, an additional GAP layer is285

required to aggregate Z into the object image-level feature286

zo ∈ RK×1 to produce an image-level classification score287

with the object classifier. Though this aggregation enables288

WSOL to generate an image-level score for supervision, it 289

also makes the training process pay too much attention to 290

the image-level object classification without concerning the 291

influence of background locations that are also crucial and 292

need to be discerned for the localization task. 293

Specifically, the GAP-based aggregation contaminates the 294

object image-level feature with the feature of background, 295

causing excessive activation of background locations. As 296

shown in Fig. 3 A, the GAP layer, proposed for the image 297

classification task, treats pixel-level features of the object 298

and the background equally when summarizing the image 299

representations. As a result, zo is inevitably contaminated 300

by the background locations, where some object-related 301

background cues can also assist the classifier in discerning 302

image classes, as in the case of the background “trunk” vs. the 303

object “woodpecker”. Although this influence can improve 304

the accuracy and interpretability of image classification, it 305

causes undesirable background activation for WSOL that 306

generates object localization scores by projecting the object 307

classifier back to the pixel-level features, where background 308

locations are also contained. 309

Moreover, the GAP-based aggregation also disables the 310

training process aware pure-background samples, which are 311

crucial for object localization to percept background locations. 312

In detail, it only aggregates a single object image-level feature, 313

serving as the positive sample of object classification under 314

the supervision of the image-level mask y. But, unlike the 315

pixel-level classification supervised by Y , this image-level 316

classification does not contain any sample that satisfies 317

y = 0, making the pure-background samples unaware 318

during the training process. This absence not only diminishes 319

the capacity of the object classifier to suppress background 320

activation but also disables training a background classifier 321

to generate the pixel-level background scores for filtering the 322

localization map. 323
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Fig. 4. The structure of the proposed modules and our B-CAM. A: the structure of our MEA that aggregates to image-level features respectively with
the object and background locations. B: the structure of our SSE implemented as two fully connected layer with stagger connection to generate four
image-level classification scores. C: the mechanism that derives the supervision based on image-level annotations for the scores generated by SSE.

To solve these problems, our B-CAM is proposed as324

generalized in Fig. 3 B. Instead of generating a single325

object image-level feature with GAP, the key idea of our326

B-CAM is to produce an additional background image-level327

feature zb ∈ RC×1 to ensure background awareness during328

the training process. This background image-level feature329

zb can simulate the feature aggregated from “the pure-330

background image” to suppress the background activation331

on the object classifier c(·). In addition, it also supports332

training an additional background classifier b(·) with image-333

level annotation to produce adaptive background scores.334

Thus, the total target of our B-CAM contains two parts to335

optimize both the object and background classification tasks336

with these two image-level features under the supervision of337

only image-level labels:338

L = Lo(z
b, zo,y) + Lb(z

b, zo,y) , (2)

where Lo and Lb are the loss function of the object and339

background classification task, respectively.340

3.2 Background-aware Classification Activation Map341

For achieving the above purpose, our B-CAM proposes342

two modules to add background awareness for WSOL: (1)343

the mutual-exclusive aggregator (MEA) that generates both344

object and background image-level features by respectively345

aggregating features on the potential location of the object346

part and background part; (2) the stagger score estimator347

(SSE) that adopts a dual classifier structure to predict both the348

object and background classification scores for the two image-349

level features as well as derives their supervision. In addition,350

a stagger classification (SC) loss is also elaborated to train351

our B-CAM with only image-level annotations effectively.352

3.2.1 Mutual-exclusive Aggregator353

The proposed MEA aims at purifying the object image-354

level features to contain more object cues and produce an355

additional background image-level feature to simulate the 356

pure-background sample. For this purpose, two image-level 357

features zo and zb are produced by respectively aggregating 358

the object and background locations. 359

Firstly, a multi-head spatial attention structure is used 360

to produce two localization priors that coarsely identify 361

whether a spatial position belongs to the object or back- 362

ground. Specifically indicated in Fig. 4 A, two groups of 363

spatial attention maps are utilized as the location priors, 364

which are produced by feeding the pixel-level feature Z into 365

two convolution layers with softmax activation: 366
Ao

:,i =
exp(W1 ∗Z:,i)∑N
j exp(W1 ∗Z:,j)

Ab
:,i =

exp(W2 ∗Z:,i)∑N
j exp(W2 ∗Z:,j)

, (3)

where W1,W2 ∈ RM×C are the learnable weight matrixs 367

of convolution layers. Ao,Ab ∈ RM×N represents the object 368

and background location priors, whose accuracy can be 369

guaranteed by the proposed SC loss and detailed in Sec. 3.2.3. 370

M is a hyper-parameters to control the number of spatial 371

attention maps for each group. 372

Then, these two localization priors are fed into the atten- 373

tion pooling layer [47] to reduce the influence of irrelevant 374

regions when aggregating the two image-level features: 375
zo =

1

M

∑M

m

∑N

i
Ao

m,iZ:,i

zb =
1

M

∑M

m

∑N

i
Ab

m,iZ:,i

. (4)

Compared with simply aggregating a single image-level 376

feature with GAP, adopting attention pooling with the 377

localization priors make zo less contaminated by the feature 378

of background locations. Meanwhile, the additional image- 379

level background feature zb is also produced to simulate the 380
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feature aggregated from “the pure-background image”. This381

sample then supports SSE to learn a background classifier382

and suppress background activations on localization maps.383

3.2.2 Stagger Score Estimator384

Benefitting from the proposed MEA, image-level features can385

be purified and enriched. Thus, SSE is elaborated to better386

utilize those image-level features for supervising the training387

process. As shown in Fig. 4, SSE adopts a dual classifier388

structure to predict both the object and background classifi-389

cation scores for these features and derive the corresponding390

supervisions with only the image-level label.391

Object Classification: Both object and background image-392

level features are fed into the object classifier, implemented393

as a fully connected layer, to proceed object classification:394

so = s(zo) , sb = s(zb) , (5)

where so ∈ RK×1 and sb ∈ RK×1 are the object classification395

scores for the object and background image-level features,396

representing the probability that an object existed in the397

corresponding aggregated locations. Based on these two398

classification scores, the supervision of the image-level object399

classification task can be derived by the following properties:400

Property 1. The image-level feature aggregated mainly by regions401

of a particular object i.e., zo, is the positive sample for the object402

classification task on this object. For example in Fig. 4 C (top-left),403

the feature aggregated by the locations of “bird” is the positive404

sample for “bird” classification. Thus, the image-level label y can405

be used as the supervision for so to force the training process of406

the object classification task.407

Property 2. The image-level feature aggregated mainly by back-408

ground locations, i.e., zb, is the negative sample of all objects for409

the object classification task. For example in Fig. 4 C (top-right),410

the feature aggregated by the locations of “trunk” or “sky” does411

not belong to any objects, i.e., “bird”, “boat”, “car” and “bus”.412

Thus, zero vector 0 can be used as the supervision for sb to force413

the training process of the object classification task.414

Compared with existing works [4], [10], [12] that only415

estimate the classification score of the object image-level416

feature during weakly-supervised training, the additional417

supervision on the score of background image-level features,418

i.e., sb, can suppress the activation of background locations419

to enhance the quality of object localization maps.420

Background Classification: Except for engaging background421

image-level features for training the object classifier, a back-422

ground classifier, implemented by another fully connected423

layer, is also utilized by SSE to predict additional background424

classification scores. Similarly, this background classifier also425

predicts two scores for the image-level features, representing426

the probability that their aggregated locations belong to the427

background of a certain object:428

bo = b(zo) , bb = b(zb) , (6)

where bo ∈ RK×1 and bb ∈ RK×1 represent the class-specific429

background classification scores for object and background430

image-level features. With these two scores, the image-431

level annotation can also be used to train the background432

classification task based on the following properties:433

Property 3. The feature aggregated mainly on parts of a partic- 434

ular object, i.e., zo, is the negative sample for the background 435

classification task of this object. But it is the positive sample for 436

the background classification task of other objects. For example in 437

Fig. 4 C (down-left), the feature aggregated by the locations of 438

“bird” is the background of “boat”, “car”, “bus” and other classes 439

except for “bird”. Thus, ŷ = 1− y can be used as the supervision 440

for bo to force the training of the background classification task, 441

where 1 is a vector filled with 1. 442

Property 4. The feature aggregated by some background locations, 443

i.e. zb, is the positive sample for the background classification task 444

of all objects. For example in Fig. 4 C (down-right), the feature 445

aggregated by the locations of “trunk” or “sky” is the background 446

sample of all objects, including “bird”, “boat”, “car” and “bus”. 447

Thus, 1 can be used as the supervision for bb to force the training 448

of the background classification task. 449

Profited by engaging the additional background classifica- 450

tion task, adaptive background localization scores can be 451

produced for each spatial location by projecting b(·) onto the 452

pixel-level feature Z for the inference process: 453

B = b(Z) = b(e(X)) , (7)

where B ∈ RK×N is the background localization maps. Thus, 454

the final localization mask can be produced without using 455

post-processes to search a fixed background threshold [18]: 456

Y ∗
k,i = argmax(Bk,i,Sk,i) (8)

3.2.3 Stagger Classification Loss 457

Based on the image-level classification scores and their 458

corresponding labels derived by the SSE, an SC loss is 459

further designed to train our B-CAM with only image-level 460

annotations. The proposed SC loss serves as s a multi-task 461

loss that learns both the object classification and background 462

classification task: 463

L = Lo(z
b, zo,y) + Lb(z

b, zo,y)

= λ1l1(s
o,y) + λ2l1(s

b,0) + λ3l2(b
o, ŷ) + λ4l2(b

b,1)
,

(9)

where l1(·) is the object classification criterion that is im- 464

plemented by cross-entropy. l2(·) is the background classi- 465

fication criterion implemented as multi-label soft margin 466

loss because a location can be the background of multiple 467

classes. In detail, the accuracy of the object classification 468

task is forced by the first two terms. The former ensures 469

the object classification accuracy for the object classifier, and 470

the latter helps suppress its activation on the background 471

locations by the pure-background sample. The other two 472

terms aim at regulating the background scores generated 473

by the background classifier to ensure the accuracy of the 474

background classification. 475

Moreover, the proposed SC loss can also ensure MEA to 476

aggregate features of pure-object and background locations 477

to form zo and zb, respectively. To show this effect, we take 478

Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 into Eq. 9 and split it into two parts: 479

L
↗ λ1l1(s(z

o),y) + λ3l2(b(z
o),1− y)

↘ λ2l1(s(z
b),0) + λ4l2(b(z

b),1)
. (10)

It can be seen that the upper part forces zo to have a high 480

probability of being discerned as a specific object and a low 481
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TABLE 1
Results of WSOL methods on CUB-200 test set

Top-1 Localization Scores MBA Localization Scores Complexity
Top-1 70% Top-1 50% Top-1 30% Top-1 Mean MBA 70% MBA 50% MBA 30% MBA Mean Flops Size T

CAM 15.38±0.22 53.95±0.37 69.05±0.33 46.12±0.27 20.27±0.24 72.90±0.26 95.61±0.12 62.92±0.15 19.13G 23.92M X
HAS 21.46±0.52 56.45±0.46 70.16±0.40 49.36±0.34 27.74±0.69 74.33±0.61 94.33±0.23 65.47±0.48 19.13G 23.92M X

ACOL 16.19±0.54 53.31±0.76 66.81±0.50 45.43±0.41 21.97±0.92 74.83±1.04 96.53±0.32 64.45±0.68 63.85G 80.55M X
ADL 11.68±1.49 48.52±2.42 65.53±1.71 41.91±1.74 16.36±1.72 67.50±1.79 94.61±0.58 59.49±1.06 19.13G 23.92M X
SPG 13.51±0.25 55.20±0.49 76.03±0.31 48.25±0.29 16.00±0.24 65.97±0.52 93.93±0.20 58.63±0.23 56.45G 61.67M X

CutMix 17.38±0.28 56.18±0.24 71.91±0.20 48.49±0.17 21.86±0.36 72.20±0.36 94.90±0.11 62.99±0.22 19.13G 23.92M X
Oursm 43.52±2.84 67.32±1.80 74.15±1.23 61.56±1.67 55.20±2.36 87.58±1.60 97.78±0.58 80.20±1.45 19.45G 24.74M ×
Oursp 46.20±1.79 70.80±0.69 77.22±0.19 64.74±0.83 57.99±2.32 90.10±0.79 98.87±0.17 82.32±1.00 19.45G 24.74M X

∗ “MBA 50%” is also called “GT-Known Loc” [12], considering whether the IoU between the estimated box and the ground-truth box is higher than 50%.
∗ “Top-1 50%” is also called “Top-1 Loc” [12], considering whether the classification results and “MBA 50%” are both correct.

Algorithm 1 Workflow of training the proposed B-CAM

Input: Images set {Xi}, Labels set {yi}
1: while not reaching stop conditions do
2: Calculating the pixel-level features Z ← e(Xi)
3: Producing location priors Ao,Ab by Eq. 3
4: Generating image-level features zo, zb with Eq. 4
5: Extracting image-level classification scores so ← s(zo)

and sb ← s(zb), bo ← b(zo) and bb ← b(zb)
6: Calculating SC loss L with Eq. 9
7: Backward updating the learning parameters
8: end while

likelihood of being classified as its background. Likewise,482

the lower part forces zb to be indiscriminating for all classes483

and have a high probability of being the background of all484

categories. Thus, aggregating pure-object locations for zo
485

and pure-background locations for zb will minimize the SC486

loss, ensuring the accuracy of the localization priors of MEA.487

3.3 Workflows488

Algorithm 1 summarizes the workflow of training the pro-489

posed B-CAM. Specifically, the pixel-level feature Z is firstly490

computed by the feature extractor, implemented by CNN-491

based backbone structures [48]–[50]. Then, MEA is utilized492

to aggregate zo and zb with localization priors, representing493

the object and background image-level features. Next, SSE494

estimates object and background classification scores for495

these image-level features and derives their corresponding496

supervision with only image-level label. Finally, the SC loss497

is calculated based on the four score/label pairs to guide the498

update of learning parameters in the training process.499

As for the inference process, the pixel-level feature Z is500

directly fed into SSE to generate the binary localization mask501

Y ∗ with Eq. 8. Note that gradient-based approaches [51]–[53]502

can also use to produce these two localization maps based503

on the gradient of the classification difference ∂(so−sb)
∂Z and504

∂(bo−bb)
∂Z , which improves the localization performance by505

engaging the whole MEA in the inference process.506

4 EXPERIMENTS507

In this section, experiments on different types of datasets are508

first illustrated to validate our proposed B-CAM, including509

the single object localization dataset (CUB-200), the single510

object localization dataset with noisy label (ILSVRC and 511

OpenImages), and the multiple object localization dataset 512

(VOC2012). In addition, the effectiveness and limitation of 513

our B-CAM are further discussed to inspire future works. 514

All experiments in this section were conducted with the 515

help of the Pytorch [54] toolbox on an Intel Core i9 CPU 516

and an Nvidia RTX 3090 GPU. Codes are available at https: 517

//github.com/zh460045050/BCAM. More experiments are also 518

given in Appendix 3. 519

4.1 Single Object Localization 520

Experiments on single object localization were conducted 521

on the CUB-200 dataset [55]. It contains 11, 788 single-class 522

images annotated for 200 classes with the corresponding 523

object bounding box annotations to benchmark the localization 524

tasks. Following the official setting, 5, 994 images were used 525

as the training set to train the WSOL methods with only 526

image-level labels, and the other 5, 794 images were used to 527

report the performance. Additionally, 1, 000 extra images (5 528

images per class) annotated by Choe [18] were adopted as 529

the validation set to search the optimal hyper-parameters. 530

Maximal box accuracy (MBA) [18] was used to evaluate 531

the bounding boxes generated by the localization map. 532

Specifically, for each background threshold, the largest 533

connected component of the predicted binary mask was 534

used as the predicted bounding box. Then, the box accuracy 535

was calculated by counting the number of images where 536

the IoU between the predicted box and the ground truth 537

box was higher than a ratio, e.g., 30%, 50%, and 70%. The 538

maximum scores for all possible thresholds were reported 539

as MBA. Moreover, we also used Top-1 localization accuracy 540

(Top-1) to evaluate both the localization and classification 541

accuracy of the WSOL methods. Note that MBA and Top-1 542

under 50% IoU are also called “Top-1 Loc” and “GT-Known 543

Loc” in some works [12], respectively. 544

ImageNet pre-trained ResNet50 [48], [56] was used as 545

the feature extractor. Following Choe [18], its downsample 546

layers before res4 and the final fully connected layer were 547

removed to enhance the localization performance. In the 548

training process, input images were resized to 256× 256 and 549

then randomly cropped to 224× 224, followed by a random 550

horizontal flip operation to form the batches of 32 images. 551

Hyper-parameters were set as M = 100, λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 552

λ4 = 1 for our B-CAM. SGD optimizer with weight decay 553

1e-4 and momentum 0.9 was used to train our B-CAM for 554
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TABLE 2
Comparing with SOTA methods on the CUB-200 test set

Backbone Top-1 50% MBA 50% MBA Mean A M T
DANet [57] INC 49.45 67.03 - X X

I2C [58] INC 55.99 - - X
MEIL [59] INC 57.46 - - X
UPSP [6] INC 53.59 72.14 - X

GCNet [8] VGG 63.24 81.10 - X X X
ORNet [36] VGG 67.74 86.20 - X X
ACOL [11] VGG 45.92 - - X
CCAM [27] VGG-NL 52.40 - - X
CSOA [15] VGG 62.31 - - X

TS-CAM [29] Deit-S 71.30 87.80 - X
LCTR [31] Deit-S 79.20 89.90 71.85 X
PSOL [7] RES 68.17 - - X X X
SLT [9] RES - 90.70 - X X X

F-CAM [37] RES 59.10 90.30 79.40 X X X
FAM [38] RES 73.74 85.73 - X X

CutMix [13] RES 54.81 - - X
ADL [12] RES-SE 62.29 - - X
PAS [19] RES 59.53 77.58 - X

ICLCA [23] RES 56.10 72.79 63.20 X
DGL [60] RES 61.72 74.65 - X

CAAM [16] RES 64.70 77.35 - X
IVR [61] RES - - 71.23 X

E2Net [22] RES 65.10 78.30 - X
Oursm RES 70.60 89.33 81.67
Oursp RES 71.41 90.83 82.90 X

∗ ”bold underline” indicates the best and “bold” indicate the second best.
∗ “A” indicates the method generates the class-agnostic localization map.
∗ “M” indicates the method needs multi training stages.
∗ “T” indicates the method needs thresholding to generate localization mask.

20 epochs. The initial learning rate was set as 1.7e-4, divided555

by 10 every 15 epoch.556

Six one-stage WSOL methods were re-implemented557

with the same backbone structure as ours for fair compar-558

isons, including CAM [4], HAS [10], ACOL [11], SPG [14],559

ADL [12], and CutMix [13]. Hyper-parameter of those560

methods were tuned ourselves to guarantee the quality of561

our re-implementations and given in Appendix 2.1. We also562

run each method with ten different random seeds and report563

the mean performance and standard deviation to remove564

the influence of randomness. For the proposed B-CAM, we565

evaluated both the object localization score (noted as Oursp),566

i.e. S, and the final binary mask (noted as Oursm), i.e. Y ∗.567

Corresponding results are given in Table 1. Our proposed568

B-CAM significantly improves the quality of the object569

localization map (Oursp) and achieves better performance on570

all evaluation metrics for this fine-grained dataset (16.85%571

MBA Mean and 15.38% Top-1 Mean scores higher than572

the best of others) with only a minor complexity increase573

(0.3 GFlops). This excellent improvement benefits from574

the trait that our B-CAM can perceive the unseen pure-575

background samples (images without birds) by the image-576

level background feature zb and use it to suppress the577

localization score of the background area. Moreover, the578

background localization map B of our B-CAM can also579

release the background threshold searching process. Directly580

adopting the background score map B as the binary map581

(Oursm) just causes a little reduction in these matrices.582

In addition, we also plotted the performance of WSOL583

methods under different thresholds in Fig. 1. It can be seen584

that the peak value of our localization map is the highest585

among all the WSOL methods, indicating the effectiveness of 586

our B-CAM in reducing the activation of background location. 587

Though using the adaptive background score generated by 588

our background classifier will lower the peak performance, it 589

releases the post-threshold searching step, which influences 590

the performance of one-stage WSOL methods. Finally, we 591

also used the recently released localization mask on CUB-200 592

test set to evaluate the performance of our B-CAM with the 593

peak intersection over union (pIoU) and pixel average preci- 594

sion (PxAP) [18] score. Table 3 shows that the improvement 595

of our B-CAM is still remarkable when evaluated with the 596

fine-grained pixel-level mask, indicating the effectiveness of 597

our B-CAM in suppressing the background activations. 598

Except for those re-implemented methods, we also com- 599

pared our B-CAM with some other state-of-the-art WSOL 600

methods on the CUB-200 dataset in Table 2 with their 601

reported localization metrics. It can be seen that our method 602

outperforms all those methods in MBA 50% and MBA Mean 603

localization scores, indicating the satisfactory performance 604

of our B-CAM in localizing objects. Only the Top-1 50% 605

localization score is a bit lower than LCTR [31] and FAM [38], 606

which adopt the visual transformer as the backbone or assist 607

classification by class-agnostic localization map. However, 608

compared with these two methods, our B-CAM is completely 609

based on CNN structure and can generate class-specific 610

localization results, making our method easy to train and 611

can be used for multi-object localization tasks. 612

To qualitatively represent the performance of the WSOL 613

methods, the localization maps and bounding boxes with 614

optimal thresholds are visualized in Fig. 5. It can be seen that 615

SPG [14] and ACOL [11] seriously suffer from the excessive 616

activation of the background locations, especially for the 617

objects with object-related background (woodpecker/trunk). 618

This is because these two methods both affirm the locations 619

with high activation (may contain object-related background) 620

belong to the object parts. Though the methods that adopt 621

random-erasing augmentation (HAS [10], ADL [12], Cut- 622

Mix [13]) can better catch object parts than CAM [4], they 623

cannot effectively suppress the activation of the background 624

locations, especially near object boundaries. This makes the 625

localization map generated by these methods still larger than 626

the real objects. Compared with those methods, our B-CAM 627

can activate more object parts and avoid excessive back- 628

ground activation, which is beneficial from our awareness of 629

background cues. Thus, the localization boxes generated by 630

our B-CAM have higher IoU than others. 631

4.2 Single Object Localization with Noisy Label 632

ILSVRC Dataset: Experiments on object localization with 633

label noise were conducted on the large-scale ILSVRC 634

dataset [56], containing 1.3 million images of 1000 classes. 635

Though images in the ILSVRC dataset may contain objects of 636

multi-classes [62], only the single-class label is provided, 637

where just the most conspicuous object is annotated. For 638

example, the image with both “person” and “bird” are only 639

labeled as “person”. For the ILSVRC dataset, 50,000 images 640

with bounding box annotations were used to calculate Top-1 641

50%, MBA 50%, and MBA mean scores for evaluation. The 642

rest images serve as the training set to train WSOL methods 643

with the noise image-level annotations. 644
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Fig. 5. Visualizations of the object localization scores and predicted bounding boxes of WSOL methods on the CUB-200, ILSVRC and OpenImage
datasets. The ground truth bounding boxes/object boundaries are noted in blue color, while the predicted bounding boxes/object boundaries are
noted in red. Note that the bounding boxes and localization masks with the highest IoU among all thresholds are visualized for each method in these
figures.
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TABLE 3
Results of WSOL methods on OpenImages dataset

CUB-200) OpenImage
Test Set Test Set Validation Set

pIoU PxAP pIoU PxAP pIoU PxAP
CAM 48.60 67.79 42.95 58.19 43.42 58.59
HAS 49.74 68.75 41.92 55.10 42.47 55.84

ACOL 44.17 56.43 41.68 56.37 42.73 57.70
ADL 43.39 56.96 42.05 55.02 42.33 55.26
SPG 43.89 62.01 41.79 55.76 42.17 56.45

CutMix 47.06 65.96 42.73 57.47 43.43 58.18
Oursm 53.66 - 42.98 - 43.70 -
Oursp 65.69 85.37 44.31 59.46 44.73 60.27

TABLE 4
Comparing with SOTA methods on the ILSVRC validation set

Backbone Top-1 50% MBA 50% MBA Mean A M T
PSOL [7] RES - 65.44 - X X X
SLT [9] RES 56.20 68.50 - X X X

FAM [38] RES - 64.56 - X X
CAM* [4] RES 52.56 65.72 63.78 X
HAS* [10] RES 52.33 65.39 63.42 X

ACOL* [11] RES 44.90 64.99 62.13 X
ADL* [12] RES 50.63 65.85 63.90 X
SPG* [14] RES 47.10 64.49 62.17 X

CutMix* [13] RES 51.49 64.52 62.73 X
PAS [19] RES - 64.42 63.30 X

ICLCA [23] RES - 65.22 63.40 X
DGL [60] RES - 66.52 - X

CAAM [16] RES 52.36 67.89 - X
IVR [61] RES - 64.93 63.84 X

E2Net [22] RES 49.10 63.25 - X
Oursm RES 53.29 66.84 64.89
Oursp RES 53.26 66.75 65.05 X

In the training process of ILSVRC, we set M = 100,645

λ1 = 1, λ2 = λ3 = 0.2, and λ4 = 0.4. We also adopted646

the soft multi-class label on top-5 predictions [63] to reduce647

the side-effect caused by the label noise when deriving the648

label of the object image-level feature zo. 1e-5 was set as the649

learning rate to train our B-CAM for 3 epochs. The settings of650

the feature extractor, data pre-processing, and SGD optimizer651

were the same as the settings of the CUB-200 dataset.652

Table 4 shows the performance of our proposed B-653

CAM and other WSOL methods on ILSVRC datasets. Even654

though the label noise takes side effects when deriving655

the label of image-level features with SSE, our B-CAM656

still outperforms the majority of one-stage methods on this657

challenged benchmark and effectively solves the dependency658

of the post-thresholding. In addition, compared with the659

multi-stage WSSS method such as SLT [9], our B-CAM is660

lightweight for training and can generate pixel-level local-661

ization masks to support downstream weakly supervised662

semantic segmentation task. Fig. 5 also visualized the quality663

of localization results of our approach on the ILSVRC dataset.664

The localization results of our B-CAM are more fining and665

cover more object locations, which contributes to our higher666

localization performance.667

OpenImages Dataset: Except for the ILSVRC dataset, ex-668

periments were also conducted on the OpenImages WSOL669

dataset [18], [64], whose image-level annotations also contain670

label noise. This dataset contains 37,319 images of 100 classes,671

where 2,9819, 2,500, and 5,000 images serve as the training,672

validation, and test set, respectively. Unlike CUB-200 and673

(a) IOU on OpenImages (b) P-R Curve on OpenImages

Fig. 6. Threshold-related metrics on OpenImages dataset. Metrics of our
B-CAM are highlighted with solid lines. (a) IoU with different thresholds.
(b) P-R curve plotted with different thresholds.

Fig. 7. An Example of the noise-labeled image in the ILSVRC dataset.

ILSVRC datasets, the OpenImages WSOL dataset provides 674

pixel-level object binary masks with the single-class image-level 675

annotation for validating WSOL in a more fine-grained way. 676

IoU between the pixel-level ground truth and predicted 677

binary mask was used to quantitatively evaluate the WSOL 678

methods for the OpenImages dataset, where the predicted 679

binary mask can be obtained by thresholding the localization 680

map generated by the WSOL methods with parameter τ ∈ 681

(0, 1). The pIoU and PxAP [18] were adopted as the metric 682

to evaluate the performance of WSOL methods based on the 683

pixel-level ground truth. 684

In the training process, M = 80, λ1 = λ3 = λ4 = 1 and 685

λ2 = 0.5 were set, and our B-CAM was trained for total 686

10 epochs. The learning rate was set as 1.7e-4, which was 687

divided by 10 every 3 epoch. The settings of the feature 688

extractor, data pre-processing, and SGD optimizer were the 689

same as the settings of the CUB-200 dataset. 690

Corresponding results are given in Fig. 6. It shows that the 691

peak of our localization map (Oursp) is the highest among all 692

the WSOL methods. Though our binary mask (Oursm) has a 693

relatively lower peak than our localization map (Oursp), it is 694

still higher than all other WSOL methods and avoids the post- 695

threshold searching step. Moreover, the precision-recall (P-R) 696

curves of the localization maps were plotted based on the 697

precision/recall pairs of different background thresholding 698

scales for evaluation. The P-R curve of our B-CAM is closer 699

to the top right corner, indicating the effectiveness of locating 700

objects. Table 3 also gives the threshold-free metric pIoU and 701

PxAP metrics of the WSOL methods. Our method obtains 702

the maximal improvement over the original CAM among all 703

WSOL methods, achieving 1.36 higher pIoU and 1.27 higher 704

PxAP on the test set. Note that we cannot calculate the 705

PxAP (area under the P-R curve) of our binary masks whose 706

P-R curve degrades into a dot because of its insensitivity 707

to the thresholds. Finally, the qualitative comparisons are 708

also visualized in Fig. 5. The localization results generated 709
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Fig. 8. Results with different noisy label rates on CUB-200 dataset.

by our B-CAM also have better localization performance,710

less contaminated by object-related background locations711

(such as “water” for “surfboard”) due to our awareness of712

background cues.713

Influence of Label Noise: To better indicate the influence714

of noise labels for our B-CAM, Fig. 7 gives an example of715

the noise-labeled image in the ILSVRC dataset, where the716

image with both “dolphin” and “person” are only labeled717

as “dolphin”. Under such case, our MEA aggregates parts718

of both “person” and “dolphin” as the object feature zo.719

However, due to the label noise, our B-CAM assumes that zo
720

is the negative sample of “person” for the object classification721

task based on our Property 1. Correspondingly for Property722

3, our B-CAM also assumes that zo is the positive sample of723

“person” for the background classification task. Under these724

supervisions, MEA may tend to catch less part of “person”,725

and SSE will be contaminated in discerning both foreground726

and background of “person”. Thus, in this situation, the727

improvement of our B-CAM is not as apparent as on the728

dataset with clean annotations.729

For further analyzing the effect of label noise, we artifi-730

cially added noisy labels into the clean CUB-200 dataset by731

replacing an image patch with the object part of another im-732

age. Under this setting, those images also contain objects that733

are not annotated by the image-level label. Corresponding734

results are shown in Fig. 8, indicating our B-CAM (noted735

by red) is more sensitive to the miss-labeled images than736

the original CAM (noted by blue). When the noisy label737

rate reaches 20%, our B-CAM even has lower performance.738

Fortunately, simply adopting soft multi-class label on top-5739

predictions [63] can reduce this side-effect (noted by green),740

making our B-CAM persistently outperform the baseline741

even with large label noise rate.742

4.3 Multiple Object Localization743

The multi-object localization dataset VOC2012 was also used744

to evaluate the proposed B-CAM, where all the objects745

with different classes are annotated for a certain image. The746

VOC2012 dataset [65] contains 14,978 images of 20 classes,747

where 10, 582 images are annotated by SBD [66]. Unlike the748

CUB-200, ILSVRC, and OpenImages datasets, the annotation749

of the VOC2012 dataset gives the multi-class image annotation,750

i.e., annotating all the objects that exist in an image. The pIoU751

metric and its corresponding sensitivity (SE), precision (PR),752

and specificity (SP) were used to evaluate the performance.753

ResNet38 [67] was used as the feature extractor for754

this dataset to guarantee fair comparison with the existing755

TABLE 5
Metric of WSOL methods on VOC2012 dataset

Official Train Set Official Validation Set
pIoU SE PR SP pIoU SE PR SP

CAM 45.43 43.53 55.64 33.77 46.60 43.67 56.30 33.15
HAS 45.14 43.50 55.32 33.79 46.32 43.72 56.02 33.26

ACOL 45.28 42.71 55.51 33.97 46.60 42.92 56.08 32.57
SEAM 49.68 51.09 62.81 41.13 51.78 52.01 64.10 40.86
Oursm 52.69 56.18 69.91 51.17 54.51 56.38 70.49 50.96
Oursp 52.64 56.08 69.52 50.75 54.43 56.26 70.09 50.51

TABLE 6
The mIoU of each classes on VOC2012 official validation dataset

bg plane bike bird boat bottle bus car cat chair cow
CAM 73.0 35.7 24.0 40.1 26.6 41.7 64.4 53.0 52.2 24.6 48.5
HAS 73.0 35.7 24.0 39.2 25.6 41.4 63.8 52.9 53.1 24.3 48.2

ACOL 72.0 33.7 23.9 38.4 25.6 45.4 67.4 54.3 52.1 23.4 48.9
SEAM 80.0 47.4 25.9 46.3 31.4 48.0 53.5 59.0 55.3 26.8 49.5
Oursm 82.5 54.6 29.2 55.1 39.4 48.2 59.4 59.3 69.1 30.6 49.1
Oursp 82.4 54.0 29.2 54.7 39.2 48.4 59.1 59.1 69.1 30.5 50.0

table dog horse motor man plant sheep sofa train tv avg
CAM 44.1 53.2 49.1 56.4 49.6 32.8 53.5 46.0 48.6 37.0 46.6
HAS 43.5 53.3 48.6 56.4 50.5 32.8 53.3 45.7 48.9 33.6 46.3

ACOL 43.9 52.3 48.7 57.1 46.9 33.0 53.0 46.7 45.4 39.1 46.6
SEAM 45.9 58.3 51.0 58.1 58.8 40.0 63.0 50.3 54.3 40.7 51.8
Oursm 36.3 71.4 56.1 59.9 64.1 40.7 60.6 43.1 61.0 36.9 54.5
Oursp 36.3 71.2 57.0 59.9 64.1 40.8 60.6 42.9 60.9 37.1 54.4

method [3]. In the training process, input images were first 756

randomly resized into range (448, 768), and then cropped 757

into 448 × 448 followed by a color jittering operation to 758

form batches of 8 images. The hyper-parameters were set as 759

M = 20 and λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = λ4 = 1. SGD optimizer with 760

weight decay 1e-5 and momentum 0.9 was used to train the 761

WSOL models for a total of 8 epochs. The initial learning rate 762

was set as 0.01, which was delayed by the poly strategy. 763

Results of our B-CAM and other WSOL methods includ- 764

ing CAM [4], ACOL [11], HAS [10], and SEAM [3] are shown 765

in Table 5. It shows that those object localization methods 766

cannot effectively improve the original CAM on the VOC2012 767

dataset that contains multi-objects in an image. However, our 768

B-CAM can improve the performance to a great extent (7.16% 769

higher mIoU for the validation set), owing to our background 770

awareness. Moreover, compared with the class-agnostic post- 771

thresholding used by other WSOL methods, our background 772

classifier can also generate the background score for each 773

class, which is more reasonable for multi-object localization. 774

So our binary masks (Oursm) even have a higher mIoU than 775

localization scores (Oursp). 776

We also exhibit the performance of the 20 classes on 777

the VOC2012 dataset in Table 6, where our B-CAM obtains 778

better performance nearly on all the categories, especially 779

for the categories with an object-related background (20.90% 780

IoU higher for “plane”, 14.4% higher IoU for “train” and 781

13.8% higher for “boat”). Moreover, for the background class, 782

our B-CAM also has a much larger improvement (10.56% 783

higher IoU), indicating the effectiveness of our B-CAM for 784

suppressing background activations. 785

Finally, the localization maps of those methods are 786

visualized in Fig. 9, where the masks are selected by the ones 787

with the highest mIoU among all background thresholds. 788

It shows that all other methods face excessive activation 789

on the background locations, especially the object-related 790
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Fig. 9. Visualizations of the localization scores of WSOL methods on the VOC2012 dataset. The ground truth object boundaries are noted in blue
color, while the predicted bounding object boundaries are noted in red.
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TABLE 7
Ablation studies on the CUB-200 test set

Top-1 Mean MBA Mean OA BA BC SP Grad T
CAM 46.71 62.28 × × × × × X
Ours1 46.40 56.06 X × × × × X
Ours2 49.67 59.75 X X X × × X
Oursp3 58.43 72.28 X X X X × X
Oursm3 57.25 71.54 X X X X × ×
Oursp4 65.23 82.90 X X X X X X
Oursm4 64.65 81.67 X X X X X ×

TABLE 8
MBA for WSOL with different backbones on CUB-200 test set

VGG16 InceptionV3
70% 50% 30% Mean 70% 50% 30% Mean

CAM 21.23 73.14 96.77 63.72 13.03 62.31 94.70 56.68
HAS 29.10 69.93 92.10 63.71 12.63 56.21 91.30 53.38

ACOL 15.17 63.20 93.77 57.38 11.10 62.31 95.12 56.17
ADL 23.04 78.06 97.72 66.28 16.86 65.79 93.77 58.81
SPG 17.40 60.98 90.46 56.28 14.26 61.37 92.10 55.91

CutMix 28.58 67.28 91.08 62.31 16.24 62.91 93.13 57.43
Ours 32.94 84.20 98.39 71.85 12.47 75.80 99.34 62.54

background (water locations for the boat image). Moreover,791

when facing images with multi-objects, the localization maps792

of SEAM are also contaminated by those classes. For example,793

the locations of the cat/person (the second/third images)794

also have high activation on the localization map of the795

person/cow. Our B-CAM can avoid this problem because796

the background cues of each class can be perceived.797

4.4 Discussions798

Ablation Studies: Ablation studies were also conducted,799

where the effectiveness of all the proposed parts of our B-800

CAM are explored with four different settings: 1) Ours1801

only used our object aggregator (OA) to replace the original802

GAP-based aggregator of CAM; 2) Ours2 further added the803

background aggregator (BA) that helps to train an additional804

background classifier (BC); 3) Ours3 used the complete805

SSE that added the staggered path (SP) for generating806

sb upon Ours2 to suppress the background activation. 4)807

Ours4 further adopted the gradient-based localization map808

generation (Grad) to engage the whole MEA in the inference.809

All models contained the object classifier and adopted the810

same initialization weights for the common parts.811

Table 7 shows the results of these B-CAMs. It illustrates812

that instead of enhancing the performance, only using OA813

(Ours1) even drops the performance compared with the814

baseline. This is because in such a condition, the object feature815

is only coarsely formed by OA without any restrictions,816

which may undesirably contain excessive background or817

missing object parts. When adding BA and BC (Ours2),818

additional restrictions can be added to ensure that the image-819

level object feature is not classified into the background,820

which enhances the purity of the object feature. Thus the821

quality of our localization map raises about 3.27% in Top-822

1. Next, when adopting the complete SSE, sb can help to823

suppress the background activation on the localization map824

(Oursp3) by the second term of SC loss, which brings an825

8.76% improvement over Ours2, when directly evaluating826

the binary mask (Oursm3 ), the supervised thresholding can827

TABLE 9
Metrics of the background localization score

pIoU PxAP
OpenImage Validation Set 72.75 69.28

OpenImage Test Set 73.71 69.95
CUB-200 Test Set 86.66 81.71

TABLE 10
The metrics in OIS scale of WSOL methods on CUB-200 test set

Top-1 Localization Scores MBA Localization Scores
70% 50% 30% Mean 70% 50% 30% Mean

CAM 34.29 68.05 71.30 57.88 46.51 94.79 99.95 80.42
HAS 42.16 70.68 73.06 61.97 56.52 96.00 99.98 84.17

ACOL 34.04 65.15 68.17 55.79 47.00 94.74 100.00 80.58
SPG 33.36 74.46 79.39 62.40 40.59 92.75 99.93 77.76
ADL 30.53 66.67 69.76 55.66 42.42 94.29 99.98 78.90

CutMix 37.33 71.26 74.97 61.19 48.53 94.15 99.91 80.87
Ours 64.29 77.10 78.08 73.16 81.62 98.62 99.98 93.41

be removed with only a 1.25% drop in Top-1. Finally, when 828

engaging our MEA for inference by utilizing the gradient- 829

based map generation, the performance reaches the best, i.e., 830

64.65 and 81.67 for Top-1 Mean and MBA Mean, respectively. 831

Generalization for Different Backbones: Besides adopting 832

ResNet50 as the extractor, InceptionV3 [49] and VGG16 [50] 833

structure were also used as the feature extractor. We also 834

compared the performance under these backbones with other 835

WSOL methods to illustrate the generalization of our B- 836

CAM. Corresponding results are given in Table 8, which is 837

in accordance with ResNet50. Specifically, when adopting 838

InceptionV3 as the extractor, our B-CAM achieves 56.68 839

mean MBA metric, 5.86 higher than the baseline methods. 840

As for VGG16, the improvement is also remarkable, i.e., 841

about 8.13 improvement compared with the baseline for 842

MBA Mean metric. These show the effectiveness of our B- 843

CAM to generalize for different network structures. Note 844

that implementation details and qualitative results of our 845

B-CAM with these backbones are also given in Appendix 2.2. 846

Effectiveness of the Background Classifier: We evaluated 847

our background localization score on the CUB-200 and Open- 848

Images datasets to verify our background classifier. Specif- 849

ically, different thresholds are adopted for the background 850

localization score to generate the background localization 851

mask. Then, for an image with class k, we use 1−Yk,: as the 852

ground truth of the background localization task to calculate 853

the pIoU and PxAP metrics that evaluate our background 854

localization score. Corresponding scores are given in Table 9, 855

where the background localization maps of our B-CAM 856

obtain satisfactory scores on these datasets. This indicates 857

the effectiveness of our background classifier. 858

Upper-bound Performance: To confirm that our better 859

localization map is not attributed to calibration depen- 860

dency [18], we also explored the upper-bound performance 861

for our B-CAM and other WSOL methods. Specifically, 862

we searched the optimal image-scale (OIS) threshold to 863

generate the binary mask based on the localization map 864

for evaluation. Table 10 shows the scores of our B-CAM 865

and other one-stage WSOL methods. Owing to suppressing 866

the activation on background locations, our B-CAM still 867

outperforms other methods to a great extent. This guarantees 868
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Fig. 10. Visualizations for the intermediate results of our B-CAM, from left to right are the background localization prior Ab, the object localization
prior Ao, the background localization score B, the object localization score S, the edge map of the predicted mask Y ∗ and ground truth Y .
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the effectiveness of our B-CAM in improving the upper-869

bound quality of the localization map. In addition, it is also870

worth noting that simply adopting the OIS can obviously871

improve their performance, e.g., MBA 50% of the CAM872

with OIS threshold is 94.97, which is already higher than all873

SOTAs. This indicates that there is still much potential for874

enhancing WSOL performance by exploring how to generate875

background scores under image-level supervision better.876

Visual Interpretability: Intermediate results are visualized877

in Fig. 10 to provide visual interpretabilitys of our B-CAM,878

including the localization priors Ao, Ab and the localization879

scores S, B. The localization priors are visualized by their880

mean strength. Specifically, the localization priors efficiently881

capture some representative background/object locations,882

which are then used to fuse the two aggregation features to883

represent pure-background and object samples. Then, the884

object classifier, trained based on these two aggregation885

features, can generate better localization maps with less886

background activation. Moreover, our background classifier887

can also generate precise background localization, assisting888

the decision of the final binary masks and bounding boxes.889

Though the boundary adherence is not good enough due890

to the weakly supervised manner, our localization map still891

capture most of the object parts in images.892

5 CONCLUSION893

This paper proposes the B-CAM to improve WSOL methods894

by supplementing background awareness, which not only895

suppresses the excessive activation on background location896

but eliminates the need for threshold searching step. Ex-897

periments on four different types of WSOL benchmarks898

indicate the effectiveness of our proposed approach. Future899

works will extend the proposed B-CAM into the downstream900

localization tasks and some specific fields, such as lesion901

localization of medical images.902
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